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ANOTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF BMO

R. R. COIFMAN1 AND R. ROCHBERG1

Abstract. The following characterization of functions of bounded mean oscilla-

tion (BMO) is proved./is in BMO if and only if

f=a\ogg* -/Slogh* + b

where g*, (h*) is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of g, (h), respectively, b

is bounded and ||/||Bmo < c(a + ß + \\b\\x).

I. Introduction. A real-valued locally integrable function fix) defined on R" is

said to be in BMO, the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation, if

SUP T75T í I-A*) ~ wß(/)l dx<oo (1)
Q      IfcM   JQ

where the supremum is over all cubes Q in R", | Q | denotes the volume of Q, and

The space of such functions modulo constant functions is a Banach space with the

norm given by the left-hand side of (1).

If ju is a positive locally finite Borel measure defined on R" then u*, the maximal

function of p, is defined by

p*(x) = sup{ p(Q)/\Q\; Qisa cube containing x}.

Let L+ denote the set of nonnegative locally integrable functions on R". If/is in

L+ then/*, the maximal function off, is defined to be the maximal function of the

measure fix) dx. Our main result is the following.

Theorem. There is a constant c (which depends only on n) such that if a and ß are

positive constants, g and h are in L+ with g* and h* finite a.e., and b is any bounded

function then the function

fix) = a log g*(x) - ß log h*(x) + b(x) (2)

is in BMO and

\\f\\BMO<c(a + ß+\\b\\J.

Conversely, iffis any function in BMO then f can be written in the form (2) with

« + ß + ll&IL < c\\f\\BM0.
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The proof that any function of the form (2) is in BMO is direct and is presented

in §2 along with some observations which may be of independent interest. Our

proof that any BMO function can be written in the form (2) is a rather easy

consequence of a deeper result of L. Carleson characterizing BMO functions as the

images of bounded functions under "adjoint maximal operators" [1]. This deriva-

tion is in §3. The final section contains some notes and questions.

Many of these ideas were developed in conversations with Guido Weiss whose

contributions we gratefully acknowledge.

II. Logarithms of weights and BLO. We will say that a locally integrable function

b has bounded lower oscillation (b is in BLO) if there is a constant c such that for

any cube Q

m0(b) - inf b < c. (3)
e

If b satisfies this condition then b is also in BMO and ||¿||Bmo < 2c. To see this we

use the fact that for any cube Q, the function mQ(b) — b(x) has mean zero on Q.

Thus

qT J \™Q{b) - b(x)\dx = |—■ f max(mQ(b) - b(x), 0) dx

Ifií L(me{b) - ¥ b) dx K 2c-

Functions in BLO are exactly logarithms of weights in Muckenhoupt's class Ax

[7]. A function u(x) in L+ is said to be in class Ax, if there is a constant c such that

for all cubes Q

mQ(u>) < cinf u (4.1)

or equivalently, there is a constant c such that

u*(x) < cu(x)   a.e. (4.2)

Lemma 1. / is in BLO if and only if eef is in A, for some positive e.

Proof. If / is in BLO then, by the theorem of John and Nirenberg [5], if e is

sufficiently small then for some constant c and for all cubes Q

1     Í
— J   exp(e|/ - mQ(f)\) dx < c.
ICI Jq

Dropping the absolute values and rearranging yields

mQ(ecf) < ce™0^.

An application of (3) now yields (4.1) and shows ee} is in A,.

If etf is in Ax then taking logarithms in (4.1) and an appeal to Jensen's inequality

shows/is in BLO.

The following proposition establishes the relationship between Ax weights and

maximal functions.
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Proposition 2. If p is a locally finite positive Borel measure with u*(x) < oo a.e.

and if0<8< 1 then ( p*)s is in Av

Proof. Let p and 8 be given. Pick and fix a cube Q and let Q be the double of

Q. Let Xq(x) be the characteristic function of Q. Write p = px + p2 where

Mi = XqP an(i i*2 = (1 — Xq)P- Since p*s < cs(pfs + pj£s) it suffices to show

mQ(prs)<cM(p*s) (5)

for i = 1,2 and some c which does not depend on Q.

For /t, we use Kolmogorov's inequality for the maximal function ([9, p. 85]). This

yields ¡qP*S < c«IoI'-ä(/r"Mi)ä- Hence mQ(pfs) < csmQ(p)s which implies (5) for

i = 1.
For p2 we use the obvious geometric estimate that if x, y are in Q then

p;(x) < cp2*(y)

for some constant c which depends only on the dimension. Hence

p*(x) < cinf pi < cinf u*.
e e

Raising both sides of this inequality to the power 8, and then integrating over Q

establishes (5) for i = 2 and completes the proof.

It should be noted that the constant c in (5) does not depend on u.

This construction yields essentially all the elements of A { and in fact essentially

all of A, is obtained using only measures of the form fix) dx.

Corollary 3. (a) If w(x) is in A¡ then there is an F in L +, a 8 between 0 and 1

and a function H which is bounded and bounded away from zero such that u = F*SH.

(b) /// is in BLO then there is an F in L+, a positive number a, and a bounded

function h such that

f=alogF* + h. (6)

Proof. Suppose u is in Ax. By the "reverse Holder inequality" from the theory of

weight [2], there is a positive e and a constant c so that

me(w1+e) < cmQ(w)l + e

for all cubes Q. Combining this with (4.1) yields

m0(w1+£)1/(1 + e) <cinf <o
v Q

hence

((<o1+£)*)'/(1 + E) < C(0.

Certainly

((<o1 + e)*)'/(1 + e) > u.

Hence setting 5 = (l + e)_1,F = w1+£ and H = (F*)~su, gives the required de-

composition. Part (b) of the corollary follows from part (a) by taking logarithms

and appealing to Lemma 1.
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Note. In (6), F can be chosen to be e'f for some small positive e.

III. Proof of the theorem. The theorem follows from the results of the previous

section and the fact which we now prove which is that any BMO function can be

written as the difference of two BLO functions. This is a consequence of the

following representation theorem for BMO functions due to L. Carleson [l].2

Theorem. Let y be a nonnegative Lipschitz function supported in the unit ball of R"

with /<p = 1. There are constants c, and c2 such that if e(y) is any measurable

function and bx and b2 are bounded functions then

f(x) = bx(x) + f ^<p(^)b2(y)dy (7)

is in BMO and \\f\\BMO < cIC||^il|00 + IIM«)- Conversely, iff is in BMO then f can

be written in the form (7) with functions bx and b2 which satisfy Wb^l^ + ||ô2lloo ^

c2\\f\\.

The decomposition we want follows from (7) by writing ¿>2 as the difference of

two nonnegative functions. We must show that if e(y) and <p are as above and

0 < b(x) < k then

■w-'<H^f)*w* <8)
is in BLO and its BLO constant is dominated by some multiple of k. Let Q be

given and let Q be Q scaled up by a factor of 5. Write b in (8) as b = bx + Z>2 with

bx = b\Q (Xq is the characteristic function of Q) and b2 = b(\ — Xq)- This induces

a splitting g = gx + g2 and

■*tó-15í/a('<H^)i|H*

for a geometric constant c. Here we have used the fact that ftp = 1.

Suppose x and x' are in Q. Then

ICI

\si(x) -&(*')! ■ L,itM^)-Á^v))bM*
Since \x — y\ and \x' — y\ are of comparable size on the region of integration, the

conditions |x — v| < e(y) and \x' — v| < e(y) are comparable and thus the in-

tegrand is zero unless e(>>) > a\x — y\ for a geometric constant a. Let c denote the

Lipschitz constant of <p, and d the diameter of Q. Then

2This variant of Carleson's result follows from reading his proof for ip of compact support.
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I&W - &(*')i <c( --TTn jfLrr:[ b&> *
jr»\q e(y)       e(y)

<cka-"-x(- ay
jr"\q \x - v|"

<. cKa  "   ' I -
J\x-y\>d   \x -

Thus

<cka'"-l[- dy.
J\x-y\>d   |X- V|n + I

IftW-&(*')! </8fc (9)
for some geometric constant ß. Now

mQ(g) - inf g < mQ(gx) + mQ(g2) - inf g < mQ(gl) + mQ(g2) - inf g2

< ck + T77T  Í (ft - inf 82) < <* + ^.

the last estimate by (9). Thus g is in BLO with constant dominated by a multiple of

The estimates relating the size of a, ß, b and / in (2) follow from the estimates in

Carleson's theorem, the fact that the BMO norm of a BLO function is dominated

by a multiple of the BLO constant, and the observation after the proof of

Proposition 2.

IV. Further remarks. 1. Since BMO is the dual space of H1 [3] the theorem just

proved can be reformulated as a characterization of Hl.

Corollary 4. Iff is measurable then

+     sup       f/logg*
gSL+     \Jg

g* <oo a.e

- Il/llw- (10)

Here » denotes equivalence of norms and the integrals are to be interpreted in a

principal value sense. (See [3, p. 632] for a discussion of the appropriate limiting

process.)

There is a similarity in appearance between (10) and the result of E. M. Stein [8]

which states that for nonnegative functions on the circle

|//log+./U

Perhaps there is a general result relating ||/||„ ||/||wi and |//log|/|*|.

2. A function w in L+ is said to be an Ap weight (1 <p < 00) if

\p-i
< 007(\h I Aw »""-I

where the supremum is over all cubes. If w satisfies this condition for some p then

log w is in BMO. Hence we can apply our previous results to log vv and then

exponentiate. The conclusion is that there are positive constants a and ß, A,
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weights »v, and w2 and a function w3 which is bounded and bounded away from

zero such that w = wfu^-^. A full analysis of the relationship between a, ß,p

and the function w would be very interesting. This might involve an analysis of

BLO functions similar to that performed for BMO functions by Garnett and Jones

[4].
3. Y. Meyer [6] has shown that Carleson's theorem is true for spaces of

homogenous type (see [3] for definitions and examples) which satisfy certain

smoothness conditions. Hence our results are valid in those contexts, with essen-

tially the same proofs. In particular our results are valid for BMO of the circle and

of the sphere in R".

It would be interesting to obtain a proof of our theorem which did not require

Carleson's rather difficult result.

4. Many results about functions in BMO have analogs for functions of vanishing

mean oscillation (see [3] for definitions). We do now know what the analogs of our

results are in that context.
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